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Abstract. Double blind peer review is a standard practice in the scientific
community. It acts as a means of validating work as well as of getting feedback
to improve it. As such, it seems prudent to also use it as a learning tool in large
lectures to provide students with personalized feedback on their work. The
general process can be directly adopted for the lecture context, but details need
to be modified and adapted to create a better learning experience. The structure
of a large lecture has been adjusted to provide the context for a double blind
peer review process. Not only has the evaluation of activities during the
semester changed to fit in with the double blind peer review, but also the
organization of said activities was adapted to accompany the evaluation change.
The first semester yielded promising results, but also pointed towards some
issues with the current state of the system. We devised a list of design
implications for future revisions of the double blind peer review system, based
on feedback and experiences during the semester as well as on a survey among
students at the end of the semester. These implications will be implemented to
improve and refine the new system for upcoming semesters.
Keywords: Peer assessment; Peer review; Self-directed studies;

1 Introduction
At the Vienna University of Technology, we are often facing large courses of up to
800 students. Our objective is to provide these students with personal feedback on
their work, and to try to support them in increasingly self-directed studies. We want to
create an opportunity for the lecture staff to take on an increasingly supportive role,
rather than to pursue the more traditional power relation that results from the
conventional role allocation between students and teachers. In previous semesters, we
explored various approaches to achieve this goal; however, the gap opening between
the large number of participants and the attempt to give detailed formative feedback
regularly led to a massive backlog in evaluation of student's work.
To deal with the large amounts of students, or more specifically, student’s work,
we devised a system to assess students’ work that is based on the practice of double
blind peer review in scientific publication. Having students assess aspects of each
other’s work lightens our workload, but still provides them with personalized and
timely feedback. Additionally, students are confronted with basic concepts of
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scientific work and gain skills in reviewing work as well as giving and receiving
productive feedback early in their studies.
In this paper, we describe the version of the double blind peer review algorithm
that was used in the context of a lecture with 350 students in summer semester 2014.
After experiencing the adoption of the new approach as successful during the
semester, we conducted quantitative and qualitative evaluations to better understand
what worked well, and what needs to be revised for future applications. The
evaluation resulted in a list of design implications that we will apply to the current
system for better results.
Our research goal is to explore possible spaces of organization and interaction that
are opened up on the one hand by new technologies, new ideas and new paradigms,
and on the other hand by new expectations, new tools and new literacies available to
our students. The overall goal is not just a better or more open teaching and learning
environment, but the search for new forms of teaching and learning that become
possible in a situation where several hundred students push into our lectures. While
we refer to Hevner et al. [1] for our general approach to design-based research, we
have to interpret their ideas because we build and evaluate not only artifacts, but also
amalgams of artifacts, organizational structures, and rules.
The remainder of this paper will be structured as follows: to better understand the
peer review process and its application in learning contexts we first look at related
work on the topic. In the following section, we present the adapted review algorithm
to paint a picture of the subtle changes and additions to the generic scientific peer
review algorithm. To provide context for this work, we thereafter included a chapter
about Implementation and Interface Design of the system the peer review is
integrated in. The quantitative and qualitative evaluations listed in the next section
point to advantages and disadvantages of the current approach, which are addressed in
detail in the Design Implication and Discussion Section. We conclude this work by
contemplating lessons learned especially concerning our development process and the
sustainability of an e-learning system in modern development environments.

2 Related Work: Double Blind Peer Review in E-Learning
Peer reviewing in various forms and configurations has successfully been
implemented in university courses in the past, e.g. [2, 3, 4, 5]. The usual academic
model of peer reviewing is often used in courses where students produce long texts,
e.g., lab reports [6], science reports [7] or essays [8]. Other successful uses of peer
reviewing outside of academia have been mirrored in education, such as code
reviewing in software engineering [9].
While much related work on peer reviewing in education describes systems and
processes used and designed for individual courses and settings, and offers reflection
on the lessons learned, the effects of peer reviewing on learning are much harder to
assess. In Pelaez work [8], the performance of students from a peer review group in a
test is shown to be superior to the performance of the control group. At least one
study [7] has found that students who receive peer review do a better job in revising
their own work. More often, the evaluation comprises of surveying the experiences
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and opinions of the participating students. While some studies describe all together
positive results, with students finding it to be a useful, satisfying addition to their
course work [10, 11], at least one study reported the necessity for external motivation
to contribute to the reviewing process [12]. Bauer et al. [13] compared modes of peer
review and analyzed students’ opinions towards it. Trahasch [14, 15] has been
studying the effects of peer reviewing as a collaborative learning tool, finding that, on
average, students did not find peer assessment particularly helpful. Lundquist et al.
[16] described the positive effects of the use of a double blind peer review system in a
lab course and on the skills development of students.
To enhance the effects of peer reviews, other strategies have been tried: HartDavidson et al. [17] devised an algorithm to measure the helpfulness of a review; AlSmadi et al. [18] implemented a coloring schemes to easily identify problematic text
parts in the reviewed work; Dominguez et al. [19] looked at strategies for successful
peer-review, such as training students to give good feedback, or providing good
assessment examples. Crespo et al. [20] discussed a concept where work is not
randomly assigned to reviewers, but that uses an adaptive algorithm that regards user
profiles and fuzzy classification techniques to reach a better assignment decision, with
the goal of maximizing the benefits. Vanderhoven et al. [21] found that students had a
more positive experience and felt less peer pressure in peer reviewing when the
process was anonymous. Papadopoulos et al. [22], on the other hand, see an
advantage in letting students freely select peers’ work for feedback.
Finally, our work connects strongly with the discussion about formative vs.
summative assessment. We often find that our replacement of summative assessment
with traditional as well as novel forms of formative assessment best describe the
design goals of our efforts. Black and William close their seminar literature review on
formative assessment for learning [23] with the conclusion that ‘the research reported
here shows conclusively that formative assessment does improve learning’. They also
point out that presently there is no optimum model to follow. A more recent review of
current literature by Lau [24] challenges the conclusions of Black and William, and
shows how recent research tries to re-connect these two forms of assessment so as to
complement each other more than they exclude each other.

3 Double Blind Peer Review System
As a basis for the double blind peer review process, large, in-depth challenges were
designed and then broken up into smaller tasks that build upon each other (Fig.1, top).
We called the resulting stack of tasks a ‘challenge’. Within each challenge, students
have to tackle the tasks sequentially, working their way up to get to higher level tasks
and finally access the final task of a challenge. Staff members grade only this last task
in a challenge, thus awarding the students points for the whole challenge. By breaking
up complex exercises into smaller tasks we hope to lower the initial barrier of
embracing a new topic and give students more security in their proceedings.
To give an example, such a challenge could cover the technique of using
interviews in usability evaluations. The first task would consist of the definition of a
guide for a semi-structured interview, the second task would encompass the
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realization of the interview, and in the third and final task participants would do a
thorough analysis of the interview, leading to an interpretation of the results. Another
example could be devised around the concept of the simplification of tasks, starting
with a research question (find an everyday task that is too difficult because of a badly
designed product), proceed with an analysis and reflection task (describe a temporary
fix or workaround that makes the task easier), and close off with a redesign task (how
would you change the badly designed product so that the task becomes simpler). Each
submission consists of a text field for the elaboration and can include additional
material such as uploaded images and PDFs, or links to audio files and videos. After
each step the peer review provides feedback by colleagues.
After finishing one task of a challenge, and before being able to move on to the
next task, each student has to assess and review three of their colleagues’
elaborations. All three of these elaborations originate from the same task the student
has just solved, so they should be familiar with their content and requirements. The
reviews are double blind, meaning the student does not know whose work they are
reviewing, and the reviewee has no chance to know who has reviewed their work. Just
as students are reviewing other tasks, their own tasks are being reviewed by
colleagues.
In the beginning of the semester, students are given general guidelines of how to
write helpful reviews. These guidelines explain how the interface and reviewing
process work; how the grading system is meant to be used; how to look for
plagiarism; how to write productive feedback; that reviews should be addressed to
their colleagues, rather than the staff members; that good reviews take time and
should not be completed as an afterthought; and that all questions of reviews have to
be answered in order to hand in a complete review.
Each review is structured. Students are asked to provide formative, constructive
feedback for their peers, based on a couple of specified questions related to each
particular task that provide guidance. Additionally, reviewers also have to give
summative feedback by categorizing the work as 'great work', 'good work', 'barely
acceptable', or 'unacceptable', the latter being the only category that implies rejection
(Fig.1, bottom). This 4-level assessment structure was chosen in deliberate contrast to
the 5-level grading system the students are used to. Great work might earn an extra
point; good work is a straight pass; barely acceptable work is missing requirements;
work assessed as ’unacceptable’ will force an examination by a staff member; as long
as a student has a task in her challenge that is marked as ’unacceptable’, their work in
this particular stack of tasks is stopped until the situation has been cleared up. Due to
the fact that they have seen three elaborations from other students, we cannot let
students hand in amendments or corrections for their elaboration, or we would open
the door for an easy to make, hard to detect exploit of the system.
The reviews are shown in the context of the students' task elaboration. If students
do not agree with the review, the summative feedback or the grading, they can react
by leaving a comment with their work. Only the lecture staff can read and react to
these comments, and can help clear up issues for the students, or change the grade.
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Fig.1: Multiple tasks lead up to one final task. After each task, 3 reviews (R) of colleagues'
task elaborations have to be completed before moving on to the next task. Green checkmarks
and red crosses are colleagues’ reviews on the student's tasks, pink checkmarks are staff
members' verification. To be able to hand in the final task of a challenge, a student needs to
receive 2 positive reviews to each of their tasks. The top version shows a successful student, the
bottom version shows a student that gets an 'unacceptable' rating in the peer review of their
third task. This blocks them from being able to hand in the final task. Possible hidden tasks can
be unlocked by excelling at a challenge.

Students can only access the final task once they have at least two out of three
reviews on each of their previous tasks, and none is assessed as ’unacceptable’. The
final task is evaluated by a staff member who has access to all of the students’
preparatory tasks in the challenge, the received reviews, as well as the reviews the
student wrote for their colleagues in the context of this challenge. While the final
grade is predominantly based on the quality of the final task, it takes into account the
preparatory tasks, as well as of the quality of the student’s written reviews. If students
repeatedly write minimalistic, meaningless reviews, they will not get full marks on
their challenge, since reviewing is part of their assigned work and needs to be done
properly.
When a challenge is finished and has been graded, hidden tasks can be unlocked.
These tasks don’t have to be solved in order to finish a challenge, but can result in
extra points upon completion. They provide students with a chance to immerse
themselves deeper in a subject, and offer a chance to reward students for outstanding
achievements.
Figure 1, top shows the structure for a challenge with 4 tasks and one hidden task.
Green check marks represent positive reviews by fellow students, pink check marks
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grading by members of the course staff. A final task can be handed in after the student
received 2 positive reviews to each of their tasks. The hidden task is only unlocked if
all other tasks have check marks and the challenge is evaluated with full marks.
Since we still aim at enabling the students to pursuit self-directed studies, students
can choose the challenges they want to work on from a large pool that offers more
than double the amount of work they have to deliver. To ensure that each student gets
at least an overview of all subjects inherent to the course, we created chapters that we
want students to engage with. Challenges are assigned to these chapters. In a course
for example, these chapters could include categories such as 'theoretical background',
'research methods' or 'evaluation methods'. Each student has to finish at least one
challenge from each of the different chapters. To make sure that students get timely
feedback on their work despite this open format, staff members complete missing
reviews for tasks that have not been reviewed for more than 3 days. Thus, assigning
the lecture staff the role as a safety net alleviates the dependency on colleagues to
work on similar tasks at the same time. However, the extra workload for the staff
members is manageable since there is an imbalance between the amount of written
reviews required from each student to continue to the next task (three) and the amount
of received reviews required per task to hand in the final task (two).
We introduced elaborate measures to counteract some anticipated forms of abuse.
For example, for every task, fake elaborations showing specific weaknesses are
uploaded into the system, and are randomly assigned to students. This allows for
random checks of review quality. As ethical standards call for a full disclosure of this
practice, students know that any task they review could be fake, which in turn serves
as an incentive to maintain a good review quality.

4 Implementation and Interface Design
The system is implemented in the Django web application framework, using
publicly available components such as jQuery, DropZone, or tinyMCE, to make
specific functionalities and interactions possible.
The double blind peer review system is part of a larger online learning support
system, Aurora, which was designed and implemented at our Institute (Fig.2). Other
than the peer review component, Aurora consists of modules that facilitate
announcements for and communication with the students, provides the lecture slides
for reviewing and commenting, and lets students see their accumulated points and
grades so far. For further information on the complete system please refer to [25, 26].
Students can find a list of all challenges (Fig.3, top left) under the corresponding
top menu item. After choosing a challenge from this list, they can review all tasks the
challenge consists of, and go to a task by clicking on it (Fig.3, top right). This leads to
a page listing the detailed description of the task requirements, an open Q&A section
for this task, and a list of all the review questions that will be used by their peers to
review their work later.
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Fig.2: This is what students see after logging into Aurora. The general layout consists of a
top menu banner, featuring the main navigation on an Aurora Borealis-themed key graphics.
The left column shows a newsfeed, featuring all announcements and general discussions; the
right column offers static information about points and grades, the grading key, FAQ about
Aurora and the current course, dates of lectures, etc.

Beneath these sections, a link offers them to ‘start this task’. Starting a task inserts
the editing tools needed to hand in the work specified in the task description (Fig.3,
bottom left). If only text is required, a single rich text entry field appears; if additional
images are required, an extra image upload opportunity would emerge etc.
After handing in the finished work, both the list of challenges and the list of tasks
change to reflect the current state of the whole challenge, using a line of text to
display the status and/or explain the next step in the process. When a task has been
peer reviewed, students will find the reviews they received listed beneath their work
on the same page where they handed in the elaboration (Fig.3, bottom right).
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Fig.3: Four screenshots from Aurora. Top left: list of all available challenges. Note the
indication of status in the bottom left of each challenge. Top right: A single challenge under
progress; the first task is finished, the second task is not submitted yet. Again, status is
indicated using a text message. Bottom left: Handing in a text written for a task. Note that the
Q&A-section and the section listing the review questions are both minimized to make more
room for text entry. Bottom right: Display of received reviews. Note: the header was removed
from all screenshots to make more room for the actual content.

4.1 Assessment View
The main menu of the assessment side of Aurora shows a list of recurring tasks that
have to be managed throughout the semester (Fig.4, top). Items like “missing reviews”
or “complaints” show all corresponding items, and contextual “NEXT” and “PREV”links on the corresponding item pages make it easy to systematically deal with the
items. Each item (Fig.4, bottom) is shown alongside a rich contextual information
retrieval column, offering the possibility to display, e.g., the task description, others’
students’ work for the same task, or all reviews written by this student in this
challenge.
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Fig.4: Two screenshots from the “Evaluation”-module only accessible to staff members. The
left column of the top screen shows the overview-menu, offering entry points for typical tasks
during the semester such as complementing missing reviews, dealing with work that was
deemed “unacceptable” in peer review, or answering new questions posted in the “Q&A”section of the task descriptions. The right column shows all work handed in for the task
specified in the search field under the main menu. The bottom screen shows the item view. The
left column shows a single elaboration, while the right column offers the possibility to retrieve
some contextual information. Note that for space saving, the top menu bar has been removed.

5 Method and Evaluation
At the end of the semester, a voluntary survey was conducted concerning the
double-blind peer review component of our assessment system. The survey consisted
of 9 open-ended questions that were aimed at understanding whether the double blind
peer review process was well understood, and whether the reviews provided valuable
feedback to the students. Additionally, we asked for ideas for improvements to the
system in future semesters.
We received results from 100 students, representing slightly less than a third of the
student body. We conducted both an exhaustive quantitative and a qualitative
evaluation of this data, combined with a quantitative evaluation of logged data from
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the system itself. On the one hand, the students' statements were thematically coded
for the qualitative analysis. On the other hand, each statement was evaluated as
supporting or contradicting a given question to do a quantitative analysis of the
questionnaire results.
The quantitative analysis gave us insights concerning the general reception of the
system as well as its usability. The qualitative analysis pointed towards concrete
issues, opportunities and advantages of the system. We used those results to generate
design implication for a redesign.
5.1 Quantitative Analysis
About 350 students took part in the course that is mandatory in the second
semester of three bachelor programs in Informatics. In total, around 5.500 tasks were
submitted into the double blind peer review process, and students wrote
approximately 11.000 reviews. The staff consisted of one professor, one part-time
university assistant, and 5 tutors with 5 hours per week each.
An exhaustive quantitative evaluation of data collected through the returned
questionnaires, as well as collected by our system, which stores detailed information
for each submitted task yielded the following information (data collected through the
questionnaires is tagged as “Q”, data collected in the System is tagged as “S”):
Usability. The system was easy to understand and use for all students; some
students admitted initial problems, but all of them said that after an initial period of
settling in they also found the system easy to understand and use. Nobody indicated
serious, lasting problems. (Q)
Learning through writing reviews. 91% of all students indicated that they
learned something new about tasks they had already completed by writing a review.
(Q)
Learning from receiving peer reviews. 83% of all students reported getting a
helpful review at least rarely, while 17% said that they never experienced a review
that was helpful for them. (Q)
'Unacceptable' work. Less than 1% (89 tasks) of all tasks submitted were rated
'unacceptable' in at least one peer review. Of those, 2/3 were assessed overly critical,
in which case the course staff changed the rating. 5 tasks were blocked because of
cheating attempts, 15 because of plagiarism, and 10 were unacceptable because they
were really poor work, or because they failed to meet the requirements. (S)
Handling of 'Unacceptable' tasks. 75% of all students found that blocking a
student from completing a challenge that has received an 'unacceptable' rating in a
review is a good idea. Even from the students affected by this regulation, more than
50% agreed to this approach. (Q)
Minimalist reviewing. Low quality answers to formative review questions were a
proliferating problem throughout the system over the semester. 80% of the students
reported that they experienced receiving 'minimalist' reviews at least sometimes.
Interestingly, students earmarked for their measly reviews in the post-course
evaluation reported that they observed far less occurrences of minimalist reviews of
their work. (Q) We understand this as an indication that many students practicing
minimalist reviewing did not really understand the problem, and thought that their
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behavior was correct. As a consequence, it can be assumed that the minimalist
reviewing problem can be counteracted with information and training in the right
places, at the right time, as also suggested by Dominguez [19].
5.2 Qualitative Analysis
The qualitative analysis is based on the elaborate written feedback 100 students
gave to 9 questions. In the following, we combined the results of this analysis with
personal observations and feedback obtained through other channels during the
semester to gain a better understanding of the reviewing process in the context of a
university lecture. These other channels involve a lecture newsfeed with the
possibility to comment, a “Bugs and feedback” section and a workshop with students
who participated in the lecture. Summarized, there was a lot of positive feedback on
the process, but we could also identify issues that need to be addressed in the
redesign.
Remark: The quotes are taken from the survey and were in German language
originally. They were translated into English by the authors.
Positive impact of writing reviews. Numerous students mentioned the positive
impact that the reviewing process had on their work: "I have to admit that I found the
reviewers feedback on my work very relevant. Due to that fact, I changed from
writing fairly short reviews at the beginning to rather detailed feedback, and for that
reason I had more fun reading my colleagues tasks”. Another student commented on
her learning process: "I got the most constructive feedback by writing reviews myself.
Seeing how other students solved the tasks was also a kind of feedback”. These
quotes show that students did not only learn from getting reviews, but also from the
process of writing reviews, engaging constructively with the course material.
Quality of reviews. For some students, reviews seemed to be more of a hassle than
productive work, and they were "annoyed by the reviews and just wanted to get them
over with" or "wrote really short [reviews ... and] just wanted to get to the next task".
One student summarized the main issue in a nutshell: "I only got a handful of good
reviews. That demoralizes me a bit, and I caught myself getting more and more vague
over time myself". We came to the conclusion that students need incentives for
writing good reviews to get them to put more work into them. Writing good reviews
can act as an amplifier and motivate others to make more effort as well: "You would
need all students to write constructive feedback to make the system work”.
Fake tasks. Fake tasks had two purposes: on the one hand, they were used as
review material for the first students who hand in a given task, on the other hand they
served as a quality check to find out if students take reviewing seriously. One student
actually asked, "to include more fake tasks, to single out reviewers who are not
looking at the work [...] “.
Re-framing review questions to elicit more elaborate feedback. The review
questions provide students with a structure for writing a review (see Section 3). Some
questions were present in every review, for example those asking for the fulfillment
of all requirements, or for plagiarism. Other questions focused on the task. Some
students still struggled to write meaningful feedback: "I noticed that many had the
same problem I had: some review questions could be answered with yes/no”.
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Deadlines. The system is designed to let students work at their own pace and with
flexible timing as long as possible during the semester; at the same time, the system
needs to account for the fact that the lecture staff cannot look at everyone’s work
within the last few days of the semester. We tried to put a mechanism in place that
enforces a distribution of student's work over the whole semester. Students could
work freely for the first half of the semester and hand in as much as they wanted, but
had to pace themselves in the second half, to avoid having students hand in all their
work in the last minute. Theoretically, the system would favor driven students who
could be done with most of their work soon and lessen our workload at the end, but
students perceived the date marking the start of the paced work rhythm in the middle
of the semester as an internal deadline, and thus handed in a lot of challenges right
before that date. As a consequence, the staff evaluating the final tasks was faced with
a backlog that they were unable to overcome until the end of the semester.
Assessment structure. Students were generally content with the assessment
categories 'great work', 'good work', 'barely acceptable', and 'unacceptable', but had
some remarks. Some asked for a 5-step assessment similar to the school grading
system: "I would subdivide 'good work' into 2 categories [...] to better mark
differences in quality. It might be though that I have been under the influence of the
traditional grading system for too long". Others appreciated the difference: "An
estimated assessment is reasonable because students should not evaluate work the
same way the lecture staff does" or "[...] it is not bad having to choose between 2
[categories] and no to always be able to take the 'middle'". There was also a
discussion about the naming of the assessment categories: "It seems unfair to assess
really good work with the same category as work that does have its deficits”.
Communicating with reviewers. Students asked repeatedly to be able to
communicate with their reviewers directly: "It is annoying that reviewers seem to not
be able to read comments from authors" or "It would be good to consider an
anonymous exchange with the reviewers to clarify misunderstandings". The first
quote refers to the possibility that authors can leave comments with their tasks even
after they handed them in. Mostly these comments are used to communicate with the
lecture staff, but sometimes, students add some information to their tasks, e.g.,
appending forgotten references. These delayed edits can be seen by the staff to
include them in the final evaluation of the stack, but not by the reviewers who then
comment on the missed requirements. The second quote addresses the lack of
communication between reviewer and author. This was a conscious design decision
that will be discussed more in-depth in the design implications section.
Review timing. Some students mentioned issues with the time they got their
reviews and its impact on postponing handing in their final task: "I think it [the
review system] is great. The only problem I have with it are the long waiting times for
reviews, especially in older challenges". Since students have to wait to get the right
amount of positive reviews before being able to hand in their final task, they depend
on their colleagues to be on top of their work as well, or they need to wait until the
lecture staff creates substitutes for said reviews, which only happens 72 hours after
handing in a task. Students suggested, "to shorten the time until the lecture team
reviews tasks", that "one should be able to hand in the finals even without reviews"
and that "the system could unlock the final task automatically after 72 hour". They
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also offered to "voluntarily register to write more [than 3] reviews, maybe getting
extra points for 10 additional reviews".
Not one at a time. A few students remarked that "It would be good to see all three
tasks I need to review, to have a basis of comparison”. The issue mentioned here
refers to the fact that when students are at the review stage, and are assigned a task to
review, they have to finish reviewing this task before getting their second and then
third task to review. Hence, they only see one task elaboration at a time and especially
for the first task only have their own work to compare it to.
Plagiarism. For every task, one of the questions reviewers have to answer is
whether the work is in any way plagiarized. In the survey, students reacted to this as
follows: "Plagiarism checks should not be passed on to reviewers, since it is a pesky
activity". On the other hand, reviewers exposed a number of plagiarized works, which
made the staffs evaluation tasks a lot easier.
Cheating. We also uncovered two other ways students used to cheat the system:
One group of students choose a time, preferably when only few other students
would work on a challenge (e.g. right after the requirements of a challenge were
published and in the middle of the night), and would all hand in at the same time.
Since the pool of new tasks was comparably small, the chance to get their friends’
work to review was comparably high. They gave each other great reviews on
mediocre or bad work and moved on to the next task. We were able to uncover those
networks in analysis of the data afterwards, but found it hard to justify swift measures
against this circumvention of our system.
The other way of cheating we discovered was a group of students who used a
colleague who had already dropped out of the lecture for that semester as informant.
The dropped out colleague still had access to the system, handed in close to empty
tasks, started reviewing, copied the work he had to review and sent it to his
colleagues. These colleagues chose from these looted tasks, sometimes made small
changes and handed it in as their own. Fortunately, we were able to catch most of
these incidents with a hastily implemented similarity checker.

6 Design Implications and Discussion
We regard the system as a work in progress, and try to learn from previous
mistakes. The evaluation of the survey as well as our own experiences during the
semester led us towards some redesign inspirations that will impact the next version
of our implementation of a double blind peer review system. The following is not an
exhaustive list of upcoming changes, but provides insights into the ongoing design
process. Also, it shows how the evaluation of previous semesters led to design
implications and influenced design decisions for upcoming versions of the system.
6.1 Design implications for the summative review
The survey pointed towards the fact that a lot of students experienced problems
with the four-level summative review system, both while reviewing and when
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receiving reviews. This led to a major re-design of the feature with the hope to make
it more accessible to the students:
Re-naming of categories. Students did not want to get the feeling that they are
grading their peers, so we decided to rename the categories for the summative
feedback. The new, more descriptive assessments are 'Better than my own work',
'Acceptable', 'Requirements missed' and 'Plagiarism or cheated'.
The 'Better than my own work' assessment category. Reviewers often struggled
with the frame of reference that would let them define a task as 'great work':
"Especially with 'Great Work', it is hard to estimate if it can really be counted as
extraordinary and in all tasks I have reviewed so far, only two can really be
categorized as 'Great Work'". The new wording 'Better than my own work' will
introduce a clear frame of reference. Students will not be required to judge if a task
could be seen as 'great work' in the context of the whole lecture, but will rather
compare the work to their own. Assessing a task as such will need an extra
explanation that explains the differences between the reviewer's and author's work.
Since reviewers will have extra work when flagging other work as ‘better than my
work’, they might need an incentive to do so. As writing such an explanation is
essentially a reflection on the reviewers own work and hence contributes to the
reviewer's own learning process, this additional work as it’s own value that should be
acknowledged and rewarded; reviewers could e.g. get good 'review karma' (see
below), which will translate into bonus points at the end of the course.
The 'Acceptable' assessment category. The acceptable category encompasses all
work that, in the eyes of the reviewers, fulfills the task requirements. Issues will still
be addressed by the reviewers in their formative feedback to the authors and can as
such be seen by the staff members, who can include it in the final evaluation.
The 'Requirements missed' and 'Plagiarism or cheated' assessment category.
Students usually gave 'unacceptable' assessments if the author plagiarized, cheated or
did not meet the task's requirements. These categories are grounded in the data (see
the quantitative evaluation section) and were also used as justification when staff
members deemed a student’s work unacceptable. However, only if work is classified
as 'plagiarism' or 'cheated', the author will be blocked from further work in the
affected challenge until the issue is cleared; a classification as 'requirements missed'
will have no immediate consequence for the author, but might have significant
influence on the overall assessment of the challenge by a staff member. Hence, we
created the 'requirements missed' assessment category to show that something is
missing in the task, but that the work is nevertheless acceptable.
Displaying assessment. The reviewers' summative feedback is highly valued by
the lecture staff, as it helps to reduce the grading workload. However, displaying this
personal assessment to the evaluated student was often not received well. Again and
again, students commented about their unease with being 'marked' by their peers.
They compared the assessments to the school grading system, and repeatedly
deposited in comments that they should be getting better grades for their work, even
though the real grading was really only done by members of the staff, considering the
quality of work for the whole challenge. After carefully deliberating the issue, we
decided to still ask reviewers for a personal summative assessment of the work, but to
use it for internal purposes only. Students will not see this assessment along with the
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other parts of the review anymore. Instead, they will only see their work being
'accepted' or 'not accepted’ by the reviewers.
6.2 Design implications for the reviews
The reviews themselves will need to undergo some changes, most of which pursue
the common goal of increasing the quality of the reviews and avoiding bad reviews in
regard to the content.
No replies to reviews. Most replies to reviews concerned the reviewers'
assessments. For example, some students complained about just getting a "barely
acceptable" even though they thought they did a good job. Only in a few cases did
replies actually yield any constructive discussion about the review. Additionally, a lot
of students thought that reviewers would be able to see replies, and thus addressed
those comments directly to them, of course without receiving any satisfying answer
thereafter. Since we see reviews as a means of feedback for the students on their
work, and feedback does not need to be answered, we concluded that replies are not
necessary. For major issues students want to communicate to the staff team, they
henceforth still have the possibility to comment on their work in general, but not on
individual reviews.
Promoting good reviews. We are considering different strategies to promote a
practice of writing detailed, considerate reviews, such as a community-based rating
mechanism of reviewers that we plan to call 'reviewer karma'. Each student rates the
reviews they received as 'helpful', 'average', or 'meaningless or offensive' review. The
'reviewer karma' changes accordingly. The level will not rank the reviewers in
relation to other students, but reflect on their average review practices. Following a
student's suggestion, there will be positive and negative consequences for extremely
good or inconsiderate reviewers, such as bonus point or deducting points from their
final score: "Good reviews should be positively rewarded, even if it's only a symbolic
gesture”. If such a rating is established, it could be interesting for the reviewee to see
the 'reviewer karma' of each reviewer to better contextualize the feedback received.
Dealing with bad reviews. Apart from promoting good reviews, there also needs
to be a better system to deal with low quality reviews. Apart from a feedback
mechanism for reviews as described above, students also suggested to "put in more
fake work (written by the lecture staff) to make students more attentive«, with the goal
to "... block the person from continuing” or to "flag bad reviewers".
Showing all tasks that need to be reviewed at once. Even tough students asked
to see all tasks they need to review at the same time to be able to compare the work,
we decided against it for practical reasons: As soon as a tasks is assigned to a student
for a review, they have to complete the review for that exact task. This rule insures
that the reviewer is chosen randomly and cannot change their assigned task for a
"better" one, e.g., that of a friend. Hence, if the reviewer receives all the tasks they
need to feedback at once, they have to complete all of them, so the authors of the
tasks have to wait for the reviewers to do their work. In case they do not finish all of
their reviews in one go, all three works they have to review will still be blocked from
being assigned to another reviewer. This potentially prolongs the time students have
to wait for reviews.
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6.3 Design implications for the review questions
The wording and semantics of review questions need to be revised with a focus on
formulating those questions to elicit more elaborate feedback from the reviewers.
Students asked for "more specific questions to make sure the reviewer really dealt
with the work" and "open questions based on the topic to make sure the task satisfies
the requirements".
6.4 Design implications to improve work based on feedback
Understandably, students asked for a way to act on the feedback they received, and
to have the possibility to improve their work based on it: "It would be good to put a
mechanism in place to revise old work, since most will just ignore the reviews as long
as they are 'positive'". Incidentally, we had already experimented with mechanisms
for students to hand in updated versions of their work, but found that it generated too
much extra work for the lecture staff, especially giving the high number of
participants. However, providing students with the opportunity to improve their work
based on the feedback is still an important feature for us, which will somehow find its
way back into the system.

7 Conclusion and Future Work
For some years now we have been exploring different forms of online hand-in,
evaluation and feedback to accommodate learning in a self-reliant, self-controlled and
self-directed way [25, 26]. With the introduction of a massive online double blind
peer reviewing process, we think we have finally found a practical and sustainable
way of organizing a high-quality learning experience for a large number of
participating students without compromising our goals.
The good reception and easy handling of the system by the students, as well as the
comparatively low organizational overhead generated for the course administrators
and teachers gave us the impression that this approach is sustainable enough to build
and improve upon. The redesign suggestions discussed above affect the immediate
future of the system.
More problems loom, as we look further into the future. Experimental systems like
the one presented here are often developed within the context of a research project,
usually with the help of students who contribute to the project in the course of their
bachelor or master thesis. Consequently, such systems can suffer from 'software rot', a
popular term describing how code that is left unchanged in an ever-changing
environment of operating system updates, security fixes and enhancements becomes
faulty to the point of obsolescence. This is certainly true for the project discussed
here, and we already experience problems in older components of the overall system.
Today, the speed and intensity of software maintenance is determined by the
industries' general pace of development, which some argue is quite neck braking for
smaller players. We believe this to be a common problem for projects where
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technologies are designed, developed and deployed that could be hugely beneficial to
minorities or niche markets, but cannot easily be turned into or sustained as a
commercial endeavor. Nevertheless, we won’t stop looking into ways to secure the
long-term survival and development of our system.
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